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I promised myself that I would never again follow a Richard Lawson post on
Gawker with an observation of my own. It’s too easy to be a reactionary
blogger and comment on other people’s work. DahlELama and Lawson’s
regular commentators put up enough entertaining response to his work that  I
can sit back and enjoy the column without saying anything. This morning’s
post was about the new Emmy nominating system and the nod to Family
Guy in the Best Comedy Series category. There it is. Today’s sign that the
entertainment establishment has no sense. Family Guy is creeping death, a

cancer that has overtaken mainstream screenwriting. Giving Family Guy an Emmy
for being the best comedy series on television is like giving Jon Gosselin an award
for being biggest public dirtbag. It’s easy and doesn’t require thought or effort.

I admit to having wasted a lot of hours watching Family Guy before turning it off for
good. The first episode, when it debuted in1997 was pretty abysmal. During the
opening five minutes Peter Griffin was seen working in a toy factory, manufacturing

“G.I. Jew” dolls. Right there I started to loath the show. At the same time, the
cultural touchstone/non-sequiter part of each half hour was fun. I hated myself
for getting hooked on the reference within a reference (within a reference)
comedy that creator Seth McFarlane was honing. This was and is the whole
show. The ability to fast pitch a Sesame Street joke followed by one about
Happy Days was mildly entertaining. It was rest of the show that stunk, which
is why Fox cancelled it after three seasons (well, that and sucko ratings).
Somewhere between Cartoon Network’s revival of the re-runs and Fox’s re-
signing of the show, McFarlane and staff made the show into a sort of
Wikipedia of inane references to things that viewer’s could relate to. The
plots, however, were (still are) lame as hell. Emmy-worthy, to be sure. The
writers made Peter mentally retarded so that he could gain accommodation
(i.e., act even more stupid without consequences). He’s had endless fun with
his neighbor Joe, the wheelchair bound policeman. The Family Guy team
should get an Emmy for wringing out every last “cripple” joke from Joe.

Quagmire, Peter’s horndog airline pilot pal is creepy enough for several awards. Sure, he leers at
underage girls and is a complete deviant, but he has a catch phrase. That makes it okay? Well
giggity goo! So many disgusting things about this show, so little time. Call me old fashioned, but the
show was at it’s most unwatchable when the elderly pedophile Herbert was fantasizing about 14
year old Chris Griffin. So…plotlines about thinly veiled molestation, persecuting  the handicapped

and promiscuity. Yup, give Family Guy several Emmys. Never mind the endless
Jesus jabs and the objectification of Peter’s co-worker Opie. What a messed up
time we live in when the easy, juvenile, obscenely graphic (for the desensitized)
entertainment  is rewarded. I guess we’ll see if it is in September.
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